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By LAWRENCE RIGGS - combined would be effective.
and DON FAIT The way the situation

.In response to the currently stands, all students
administration's recent decision may suffer. If only some of the
to close all dorms except Stage dorms are kept open, those
XII, or possibly open only one students wishing to stay and
dorm in each quad, over the not currently living in one of
winter intersession, over 100 the dorms that would remain
students met last night to open, would have to move.
discuss the problem and suggest This, of course, would also
possible courses of action to necessitate that the occupants
keep the dorms open. of the open buildings who

The suggestions included choose not to stay remove all
campaigning to have as many their belongings from the
students as possible submit rooms. According to Manginelli,
housing forms to their quad the administration wants "to
offices, publicizing the students' wait to the last minute when
plight through local legislators we can't do anything about it."
and media, and, if necessary, Douglass College Resident
staging demonstrations Phil Bernstein recommended
demanding that residents be that students call their
allowed to remain in their own legislators, "bringing in outside
rooms and not have to remove pressures" to the
their belongings. . administration. Other students

Polity President Gerry attending, however, doubted
Ma1ginelli, who chaired the that that would be on much

L meeting, felt that all methods significance, since in the past

the administration has not been
responsive to kgslators'
suggestions. * Student
Representative to the Stony
Brook Council Glenn Taubman
suggested that students "send
letters to [Vice President for
Student Affairs Elizabeth]
Wadsworth and [Director of
Housing Roger] Phelps,
"demanding that all dorms be
kept open and citing their
personal needs." Bernstein also
suggested that Newsday, the
Long Island Press, and radio
and TV stations be made aware
of this problem.

Demonstration Necessary
Some members of the

Revolutionary Student Brigde
thought that demonstrations are
necessary. Others joined in this
belief. "A demonstration must
be well- organized," Manginelli
said. "The attendance is vital to
its success." Others claimed
that if the administration sees a

poor turn-out, they will reason I Bernstein suggested that Polity
that there is little student demand that a new housing
interest in keeping the dorms contract for future semesters be
open. written, with a clause stating

For a long-range solution of that "people can't be dislodged
these housing problems, from their rooms."

... s.............. ... -o a n hs .. - . .. -
among the I 00 students who attended night's meeting .

NI

Grodin accused the EFW of being
"very secretive about their operations."
He characterized the UFW as "one of
the oldest groups on campus," and said
that it has been trying to get campus
funding since 1965, when it was
organized.

EFW spokeswoman Diane Ranertz
said that she would "support their [the
UFW's] ability to have a budget," and
would "fight with them to have one."
Ranertz said she was unaware that
there was competition for a Polity
budget, and added that the EFW had
"a very good relationship with the
UFW and that they have participated
in many activities together." Ranertz
said that Polity "tried to put one
group against another" which she said
is a tactic used by any group that did
not want to see farmworkers
organized," Ranertz said she "would
not support Polity" if they did not
give funding to both organizations.

Events
The UFW sponsored a Mexican

Fiesta on campus last weekend with
the proceeds going to the United
Farmworkers. "Most of the money [to
set up this occasion] came out of our
own pockets," said Grodin, who hopes
to be able to have speakers come here
to foster what he termed "a campus
awareness" of the plight of the
farmworkers.

The EFW will have Dorm canvasses,
and also wants to have speakers come
to the campus.

Bloch, who is "not so clear" on the
distinctions between the two groups,
suggested that they "consolidate
somehow, not only double the
manpower but consolidate their
funding as well."

-Lawmenee R4

Insurance broker George Tobler was
indicted yesterday for allegedly
diverting $200,000 from a trust fund
account maintained by one of his
firms, to his personal use.

Tobler is a former chairman of the
Stony Brook Council, the local board
of trustees for the University, which is
responsible for appointing the
University president, reviewing all
major University plans, and making
regulations governing the conduct and
behavior of students.

The indictment, announced
yesterday by Suffolk County District
Attorney Henry O'brien, charges
Tobler with 35 counts of grand larceny
and 32 counts of violating state
insurance laws.

Tobler, who until this year held the
Suffolk County insurance contract,
pleaded innocent before County Court
Judge Frank Gates, and was released in
his own recognizance without bail.

The indictment alleges that Tobler
took money from an insurance
premium trust account maintained by
his Smithtown General Agency from
October, 1974 to August, 1976. The
account held premiums for employees
of Suffolk County and the Towns of
Smithtown and Huntington, as well a
employees of public industry. Tobler is
,alleged to have transferred the funds to
several businesses in which he was the
principal stockholder, including real
estate firms Trends of Suffolk and the
Henry Ford Plantation, and insurance
firm George P. Tobler, Inc.

Tobler, 59, is reputed to have dclose
ties with Smithtown Republican leader
Nicholas Barbato, Suffolk County
Executive John Klein, and county
, Republican leader Edwin Schwenk.

The indictment was the result of a

four-month investigation by Assistant
District Attorney Albert Araneo.
According to Araneo, the diverted
funds, which came from employee
payroll deductions, were to have been
paid to Merchants Mutual and Utica
Mutual Insurance Companies which
provided group automobile and
homeowners' policies.

Thousands Bowrrowed
Also under investigation is the use

of $250,000 which George P. Tobler
borrowed from the Peconic Ba!k of
Riverhead. George P. Tobler is the firm
which handled the Suffolk County
insurance account, and is believed to
have netted Tobler an estimated
$250,000 a year in commissions. Last
April, the Suffolk County Legislature
took the account away from Tobler's
company, and instituted a
eHiadminiciad incar.no. nrr..rsum

The United Farmworkers, Cesar
Chavez's national union, has requested
an allocation from the Program and
Services Council, despite the fact that
the Eastern Farmworkers, a locally
based organition, has already
received $250.

"I couldn't personally see a
difference [between the two]," said
PSC Chairman Ishai Bloch, who added
that the PSC is "overspent already"
and is not allowed to fund two groups
which serve essentially the same
purpose.-

The motion to give the UFW a
budget was postponed at iuw October
28 meeting of the PSC pending
clarification of their request.

According to UFW campus
representative Curtis Grodin, the EFW
is a "totally off-campus group, and is
not conddered a charitable group."
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-By DAVID GILMAN
A study to determine the quantity of water i

various sections from North Brookhaven t
Riverhead that was originally slated to be stricker
from the county budget was restored as a result o
a compromise between the legislature and ti
Department of Environmental Control.

According to the compromise, Suffolk Count}
will pay $75,000 to restore the Geological Survey
with $35,000 worth of services coming from ti
DEC and well-drilling services coming from th
county's Water Authority. The geological survey i
a study which determines the quantity of water a
area will have in future years. The survey was it
danger of being cut from the county's budget D
this year of fiscal entrenchment, but was finall
saved when the county's contribution wo
decreased fromn last year's $110,000 to $75,000

According to County Legislator Mildre
Steinberg, (D-Stony Brook), the sections of Nortt
Brookhaven that will now be studied were ignores
under the original budget. But the compromise
between the county, the DEC and the wate
authority saved the study in that area. The Suffole
County Water Authoirty will be responsible fo
continuing the project from North Brookhaven a
Riverhead. "It's a very good compromise," said
Steinberg. "bThe geological survey is important
because it can be used in helpingf oredict a oossibk
water shortage."

The compromise helped restore the survey to
the North Shore of Suffolk County, which would
probably not have been served in full had it not
been for the plan, said Steinberg. Steinberg said
that the survey had not concentrated on the North
Shore because "with limited resources the project
was put off for a later date." Steinberg added,
"But with an increase in population along the
North Shore, the survey is all the more necessary
In planning for the future." The compromise plan
was designed by Steinberg, DEC Commissioner
John Flynn and Edward Bradley of the U.S.
Geological Survey.

Steinberg said that the survey is necessary in
planning land use and development for any given
area. "It adds to our knowledge of the quantity
and quality of water," she said. She stressed that
the project helps to determine not only the
amount of water per se, but its quantity in relation
to land use. The members of the geological survey

! are involved solely in research, said Steinberg, and
do not make any recommendations concerning
how the water should be utilized. ' But based on
the research data," she added, "the legislature
reaches a final decision." In addition, the DEC
uses the research data in planning well-drilling and
sewer projects.
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We Deliver, Too

Iaiwrlnv ur1Cvr~ %mMVk^i tuE vnr: vUUIOLUNTEERS pull out of the Infrmary in their
ambulance during a training session last week. The Ambuance Corp, whih s f-undd by th
student activity fee, provides a 24-hour emergency service for the campus, as well as transport
for patients who need to be taken to local hospitals. For emergency heO. dial 6-2222.
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Geological Survey Funds Restored
By Legislative Budget Compromise
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Nuclear Plant Approval Stalled
Delegates to the New York Farm Bureau's annual meeting here

voted yesterday to oppose the sitting of a nuclear power plant on
Suffolk County farm land. Long Island Lighting Company wants to
build the nuclear plant at Jamesport. The resolution approved by the
state's largest farm organization urged state agencies not to approve
plans for the plant until problems with waste disposal,
environmental and health hazards and safety procedures were
solved.

Gilmore's Mother: Stay Execution
Attorneys representing the mother of convicted murderer Gary

Gilmore asked U.S. Supreme Court Justice Byron White and Utah
state courts yesterday to postpone Gilmore's execution. Bessie
Gilmore of Milwaukie, Oregon has said she opposes capital
punishment and does not want her son to die. But Gilmore, who
says death is better than a lifetime behind bars, suggested earlier this
week that persons trying to save him should "butt out."

Gilmore has persuaded Utah officials to let him die and is
scheduled to go before a firing squad at sumnrise Monday, which
would make him the first person executed in this country in nine
years.

B] Bomber Production Ordered
Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld ordered a start on production

of the costly and controversial Bl bomber yesterday a decision that
could be overturned by President-elect Jimmy Carter after he takes
office.

Announcing the long-expected decision, Rumsfeld said, "We have
concluded that proceeding with this contract approach is in the
national interest" because of the momentum of Soviet strategic
weapons buildup, and because the plane, which has been under
development for six years, is ready to be built. In a statement,
Rumsfeld said a decision was made in consultation with President
Ford and after an exhaustive review of the program's progress.

Kelley: No Plans to Resign

FBI Oirector Clarence Kelley said yesterday he does not intend to
resign'despite indications that President-elect Jimmy Carter wants to
name his own FBI chief. "I have said many times I am not going to
resign," Kelley told a reporter. He said he had not changed his mind.

Asked whether he would resign if Carter asks him to do so, Kelley
replied: "When that comes up, 111 address it then." Campaigning in
Connecticut in September, Carter said he would have fired Kelley if
he had been president and known the facts behind allegations against
the FBI director at the time. But Carter stopped short of saying he
would fire Kelley as president. "I will cross that bridge if I come to
it," Carter said.

Savino Indicted in Stabbing

Army ROTC cadet James Savino was indicted yesterday on a
charge of criminally negligent homicide in the fatal stabbing of a
fellow cadet during a military fraternity hazing expedition. Suffolk
County District Attorney Henry O'Brien said the grand jury voted
the indictment in the death of Thomas Fitzgerald, 19, who was
killed during a mock interrogations exercise by members of the
Pershing Rifles fraternity. Savino, 21, third highest ranking cadet
officer in the ROTC unit at St. John's University in Queens, pleaded
innocent at his arraignment and was released at $5,000 bail
for a December 13 hearing.

Rabbi: Smoking Is Bad for Soul
A Tel Aviv rabbi says smoking is not only bad for your health, it's

also bad for your soul.
Rabbi David Halevy, one of Tel Aviv's two chief rabbis, says

smoking or offering a cigarette to another is a violation of JewAish
law, which prohibits any drugs which might cause bodily harm.

Speaking on a radio program Tuesday night, Rabbi Halevy based
his ruling on the Biblical verse 'Take therefore good heed of
yourselves" Deuteronomy 4:15. Jewish law interprets this verse as
forbidding any intentional damage to our body, the rabbi explained.

The rabbi's ruling applies only to Jewish religious law, and is not
an Israeli government law. Nonobservant Jews, including all but
three cabinet membenrs, are unaffected by the ruling.

Compiled from the Associated Press
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Regarding the formation of a
rifle club on campus, Comute
said that he does not oppose it
"provided that it meets certain
guidelines." He said that the
rifles must be used in a safe,
secure environment, that they
must be issued for immediate
use and returned immediately
afterwards for safe storage.

Against Guns
Comrnute stated that some

institutions have approved of
individual students being able to
store their guns in Security
headquarters, independent of
the campus rifle club, if they are
far from home and forced to Mve
on campus during intersession,
which is prime hunting season.
Comrnute added that he is
diametrically opposed to Public
Safety Officers here carrying
guns "unless it could be
demonstrated to my satisfaction
that it was necessary in the
situation," he said.
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By LARRY GENSCH
and ROBERT GATSOFF

Despite lengthy delays in the awarding
of Tuition Assistance Program grants, no
student who applied for tuition
deferment will be adversely affected,
according to Special Programs Director
Ralph Watkins.

Over 6,000 Stony Brook students
applying for TAP Kbhey did not receive
an award notice by October 15, the
deadline for fall semester payments, said
University Spokeswoman, Jan Hickean.
This deadline was extended until October
21, but by that date most TAP applicants
were still uninformed about their award.

The Office of Special Programs
requested that all students who had not
received an award notice check a
computer printout, which listed the
names of those eligible for an award. "We
were told that this was a complete list,"

aid Watkins, "but many students told us
they applied and we took their word even
though they weren't on the list.

Watkins said that thebe students were
given deferments based on the amount of
TAP they received last year, and were
held responsible for paying any
differences if their award declined in
value. "All freshmen got full deferments
and like the upper smen have to
pay-up any difference when the awards
come from Albany," he explained.

According to Watkins, those students
who pid their tuition, instead of taking a
deferment will receive a check for the
amount of their TAP award. "I just saw
the checks dated November 3," Watkins
said, "and it usually takes from one to
three weeks after the award notice comes
from Albany until a reimbursement check
is sent to the student."

Watkins said that the delays affecting

Stony Brook students are being felt
throughout the state, and that awards to
several hundred thousand students
satending private as well as state colleges
have been delayed. "We're doing
everything to protect the students
because this [delay] is not their fault.
Any student who received a deferment
has been allowed to pre-register for the
spring semester."

Independent Students' Red Tape
The New York State Legislature put a

major stumbling block in the way of the
TAP program, according to Watkins,
when it required students claiming
independence from their parents to fill
out an additional lengthy questionnare.
"Students claiming to be independent
from their parents will be the last to have
their awards calculated," Watkins noted.
"Of 12,500 students in this category only
1200 have received awards." RALPH WATKINS

Items to be sold include a
special lot of antique Spanish
coins, a trunk lot from a
Liberian village and a trunk lot
from an Indian village. Asian,
African, Amerindian,
Melanesian and Middle Eastern
items will also be auctioned.
For information, call
246-5996.

Services Extended

The Psychological Center
has expanded its services to
Long Island residents to
accomodate a wide variety of
conditions needing counseling
and treatment.

The Center, formerly a unit
for the treatment of student
psychological problems, will
now focus exclusively on the
needs of children and adults in
the community. The service is
staffed by 40 therapists,
including staff psychologists
and graduate students who are
doctoral candidates in the
University's clinical psychology
program.

The center charges fees
ranging from $5.00 to $30.00
per hour of treatment based on
gross family income. Persons
can receive further information
by calling (516) 246-6719. All
client information is
confidential.

By FRANCES E. STRACK
"Most people who attempt suicide are crying

out for help, but just don't know where to get it
or how to ask for it," said Bridge to Somewhere
Executive Director Dennis Donlon, commenting
on the suicide of Sophomore 'Thomas Gedda, who
was found hanged in his Irving College room last
Tuesday night.

Donlon said that the Bridge to Somewhere, a
peer-counseling organization formed to deal with
students' emotional problems, counseled 135
people last year. "Of all those," he said, "only
about two or three came out and said they were
going to commit suicide."

"People get lonely and depressed," said Bridge
to Somewhere Counselor Andy Balluffi, "and
don't know where to go for help. Unfortunately,
we don't know who they are and we can't help
them in time," he said, but there's a counselor
here 24 hours a day." Neither Donlon nor Balluffi
recalled seeing Gedda in their office for
counseling.

Subject to Distress
According to Response Hotline Mental Health

Counselor Regina Arata, students are subjected to
all kinds of stresses and crises. "A large percentage
of our calls are from people who are lonely, or,
confused, and many suicides could have been
avoided if someone could have reached the person
in time."

"We'll never know how many of those
depressed and lonely people we talked to would
have committed suicide," said Arata, "since only a
very small percentage of our cases will actually
come out and tell us that they are considering it. A

a listener--a non-judgemental
can help a person focus on

to Somewhere and Response
ric services in the Infirmary
m people in crises, and also
)unselors on duty 24 hours a

een Attempts
bility of counselors, suicides
o far, there have been only
les on campus: Gedda, and
stepped in front of a train at
tion about three years ags

person in crisis needs i
supporter. Then we 4
options."

Besides the Bridge
Hotline, the psychiati
also handle calls fror
have mental health co
day.

Ninete
Despite the accessil

are still attempted. S
two successful suicid
another student, who
the Stony Brook sta
According to Mark
* President of the Ston
there have also been
September, 1975.

"A lot of people f
here, introverts, outs
not a part of this unit
have tried pills and al
essential-to-life medi
jump off buildings. 1
out for help. Once M
ambulance as soon as
bringing the patient t
A mental counselor Y
arrive."

All the counselors
who want and despe
know where to go. "I
let us know that the
"They can't remain
books. They've got to

k Kopel, Executive Vice Center 101, Lecture Center
iy Brook Ambulance Corps, 110, Physics 137; PHY 151-
i 19 possible attempts since Humanities 101, Biology 100.

feel there's nothing for them -
iders who feel that they're Artifact Auction
versity," said Kopel. "People o, . ~~~~~An auction of cultural andIcoholi slit wnsts, not taking'cohl slit wrists, not taking historical artifacts, donated by
eation, and threatening tocation, and threatening to students, faculty and friends of
They're mostly people crying he Department of
we get a call, we send out ange t e 

sen
d t a n

Anthropology will be held on
; possible, and then decide on Friday, December 3, 1976, at
;o the infirmary or a hospital. the Educational Workshop
meets us there as soon as we Hall, Museums at Stony Brook.

were co e Auction bidding begins at 8-30were concemned about people p ^^gwertey need helpabout peon't PM, with a special 7:00 to 8:30
irately need help, but don't .We caolyheppeplw PM period set aside for viewing

We can only help people who *t
ey need help," said Balluffi. P the iteio
i isolated, locked to their u to finance the

o come to us." will be used to finance the
c~ome to ~us.founding and publication of

Anthropology, a new journal
r dedicated to scholarly research

[ Yro W S in anthropology, archaeology
and their related subdisciplines.

iversity regualtions, and such incidents of pellet carbon
offense would be subject to dioxide and pump-up gun

review by the Polity confiscation, and added that a
ficiary or Academic Review pump-up weapon, if pressurized
mmittee. sufficiently, "could achieve the

velocity of a .22 caliber rifle."
He also said that carbon dioxide
weapons and air pistols are not
firearms, which are defined as
anything discharging a projectile
propelled by the detonation of
gunpowder. In one airgun case,
the individual was sent a letter
by Executive Vice President
T.A. Pond requesting that he
cease living on campus.

Air Gun Danger
Comute emphasized the

severity of possession of an air
gun of any kind, "Knowing that
they are similar in appearance to
the real thing," and that if
someone were spotted with one,
Security, upon being notified,
would in turn notify the Suffolk

.. t~~~ ~ County Police because of the
IROBERT CORNUTE ' ,"fi chances of someone getting hurt.

By RAYMOND A. RIEFF Comute explained that the strict
and ROBERT PALATNICK nature of the penal law makes
Weapons which have been unlawful firearm possession a

confiscated from students over Class A misdemeanor and is
past years are being stored in a punishable by one year in
long, rectangular cabinet safe in prison, a $2000 fine, or both.
the Office of Public Safety. About three weapons a year
Some of the weapons have been are confiscated by Public Safety
used in the perpetration of and the majority of cases involve
criminal acts, but, according to unconcealable weapons such as
Public Safety Director Robert rifles, according to Comute. A
Comute, mere possession of a recent case involved an
weapon on campus is "in direct employee of the private security
violation of New York Statecompany contracted by the
law." Union bookstore who recently

Among the weapons presently came into the Union with three
in possession are a 12 gauge small firearms with the intention
shotgun, a .22 caliber bolt action of selling them to students. 'The
rifle and a converted 30 odd 6, weapons were confiscated, and
known as a Military Springfield. he was subsequently fired.

Comute said that the shotgun BBs Prohibited
was confiscated from a guest on Comute said that there were
campus after he left it in plain no BB guns among the weapons
view on the rear seat of his car.in custody, and that although a
The 30 odd 6 was confiscated student could not be arrested for
..ftm a student after another -one's possession, they are
student on his hall reported it. -prohibited on campus by
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No Deferment Problems Seen Despie TAP Delays

,. - Cn: R EfmA--
(M,6./4mjmapqtagg JIMA XNL;;JLbMSuicide:A Cry for Help

Exam Schedules

The following final
examination schedules for the
following courses have been
changed from Thursday,
December 23 14 PM to
Friday, December 17 6-9 PM.
(The new locations are as
listed): PHY 101 - Lecture
Center 102, Lecture Center
103, Lecture Center 109,
Lecture Center 111; PHY 102
-Engineering 143; PHY 103
- Chemistry 116, Lecture

Weapons Collection
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********SKI TRIP ** :******:

sponsored by Hillel
one week of skiing in the Poconos in

January for skiiers of all levels.

-only $110 ALL INCLUSIVE
sign up quickly at Hillel Office

Humanities 158, 6-6842
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It's Saturday Night...
DONT FIGHT IT!I P'POLITY MEETINGS THROUGH

I ; : ? " DECEMBER
B i ;'.-. - ... COUNCIL '

X 12/3 Keli ~~~~~~~8.30 P.M.12 i^/6 Kelly Q

| 12/20 Toscanmini^ rM

:r'. '' 0 " SENATE |
TIE

0^ ~~~LOCATION
12/8 SU eaigLounge 8:00 P.M.

: DATE SBU Reading Lounge 8:00 P.M. ;:

.. . , . ... I::
0 ..... --. -, -. ... ; , .... . .

I ' ' ' ' '* |

.: R ; ...- .'SNT
iiF_

:!;.. '" -DATE ' A4 - . l

FROM THE PEOPLE WHO BROUGHT YOU THE FREE
-BUS SERVICE, HOTLINE, THE POLITY LA WYER, AND
OTHER GOODIES... the POLITY ACTIVITY LINE

6-6789
FOR UP TO DATE INFO ON MEETINGS, EVENTS, AND

HAPPENINGS
IF YOU HAVE AN EVENT THAT YOU
WANT ON THE ACTIVITY LINE, COME
TO THE POLITY OFFICE (UNION 258).

-SUBMIT- (
to

SOUNDINGS

your magazine for
poetry
prose
essays

graphics
photos

UNION248
HUM. 245

nov weU hae office hours
brina your work & vit

[ MON-WI-Mfrom 12-4 PM. UNION248

A/^\ fow ia/o cag Rachel 6-W

B'NA^^~~~~~~~~/,,~ 1 Pol
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With final exams just three weeks away,
the subject of grade point averages has
arisen once again. In the past few weeks,
several students have called for a revision in
the manner in which grade point averages
are computed. It seems that many students
would favor a policy where failing grades
would not be averaged into the GPA and
would be deleted from a students'
transcript. The justification of this plan is
based on the fact that a student can fail a
course and take it over and receive a good
grade. If the student receives a good grade,
then he should have that grade on his GPA
because he now possesses knowledge gained
from that course.

We can certainly sympathize with a
student who receives an "F" on his GPA
even though he subsequently learned the
course material. Unfortunately, however,
the academic system is not conducive to
the pursuit of knowledge simply for the
sake of learning. At best, the GPA is a very
competitive game that does not necessarily
reflect the knowledge that a person gained
from- attending classes. For that matter,
grades do not reflect knowledge either. The
GPA has a few specific uses, one of which
is to act as a selector for students applying
to graduate schools. And, as a game, the
GPA rules at Stony Brook are fairly
reasonable. The drop period, which has

been extended to nine weeks, the pass-no
credit option, and the possibility of taking
an incomplete in a course are all fair
alternatives that can help remove a student
from a failing situation.

It is evident that an effective change in
the computation of GPA would have to be
a change that is contrary to our present
philosophy on grading which has become
widely accepted. A change such as
dropping an "F" from the GPA would do
little in the way of changing that basic
philosophy, and would therefore be
ineffective. Students would repeat courses
until they got their desired grade which
*would be unfair to students who got a good
grade the first time and do not have the
time or money to stay in school for more
than four years. Jn the long run. graduate
schools would have to consider how long it
took a particular student to finish college
as one of their standards.

Dropping Fs from the GPA would not
help the students. What would help the
students, however, is a standard method of
computing the GPA throughout the SUNY
system. Currently; there is no uniform
system of computing GPAs throughout the
State University. In Binghamton, students
are graded A-B-C and no credit, and at
Albany, students can drop a course up to
the last day of classes to avoid an "F." At

IStony Brook however, the only way for a
student to drop a course late in the term is
to completely withdraw from the
university, which undoubtedly incurs
financial hardship and a great loss of time.
This situation is deplorable, and we would
encourage a plan which would create a
-standard system regarding tle length of
drop periods and which grades to use in
computing the GPA. In this way, students
would know where they stood in relation
to other students.
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We feel the demand for safety
expenditures is not an unreasonable one.
Our calls for improved lighting seem
futile, since they had apparently not
succeeded in securing adequate lighting
for this large, massive campus. When
freshman Trevor Jones was hit by a car in
front of the Tabler steps, we called for
increased lighting on the strip of road that

Here we go
about traffic li
drive the point t
an accident.

The intersect
and the road tt
highly dangerc
down Stony B
45 miles per i
the University
wonder there 1
over the years.
counts-if it cc
what could hap

We urge University officials to apply
enough pressure to Brookhaven Town to
make the traffic light possible, and to
make the mentioned improvements in the
campus lighting situation. The cost
involved can be easily rationalized when
weighed against the possibility of saving a '
life.
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Standardize the GPA

No Cost Too High
again. Another editorial runs from Kelly Quad all the way to

ghts. Perhaps this one will Tabler. To date, nothing has been done.
home, instead of waiting for Students who walk on the sides of that

road late at night-perhaps those who live
tion of Stony Brook Road in Tabler and are walking back from a
hat leads to South P-Lot is party in Kelly-are still in danger of being
3us. With cars barreling hit. .

Brook Road at upwards of When a driver smashed his car into the
hour, and the cars exiting gate that bounds the University and
edging their way in, it's a Nicolls Road, we called for officials to
Have been so few accidents place a light to better illuminate the gate,
But in this case, closeness so that drivers can readily ascertain its

ould act as as warning of presence and avoid driving into it. But
pen. nothing was done.
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Bl PATRICIA CLNINGHAM
In response to Statesman's article on the YCS

Chairman (11/17/76) - based on an 'anonymous
source" - I have a great deal to say.

I was a YCS student during the year in question
in your article, and I have no doubt as to who the
ultimate source of your information is. He is an
ex-faculty member who envisions himself as a
revolutionary - and being powerless to tear down
the "system," is lashing out at the only thing he,
unfortunately, is in a position of affecting - YCS
and Marty Timin.

I new both parties quite well, and cman
truthfully say I had an excellent inside view of the
problems besetting YCS last year. Hence, I feel
qualified to address with some authority all of the
so-called "charges made in Stateman's article.

First, and foremost, I have in al my dealings
with Martin Timin found him to be a sensitive,
supportive advisor. He made sure, as many
students will corroborate, that his substantial
criticisms of our work were couched in supportive
one-to-one discussions. He simply is not a failure
as a teacher.

In your article you quoted your source as saying
Mr. Timin "admitted to being a failure as a
teacher, and that, instead of bringing students
together, he divided them." This is utter nonsense.
I attended every Wednesday gathering. Mr. Timin,
in the context of trying to analyze what was going
wrong with the Wed. gatherings, and to find a
positive direction for the group, admitted that the
Wednesday gathering were (so far) a failure, and
that the students were divided. A statement of
fact, friends, not an admission of guilt.

You report that Mr. Timin ignored the probing
questions of another substantive internal report
(done by YCS students) which raised serious
doubts on coe issues."

May I say that most of us in the program -all
but Mr. L and three students - ignored the bulk of
the memo and complaints coming from this small
group of YCS students led by one dissident faculty
member, Mr. L. To begin with, Mr. L a) supported
and in fact was instrmental in the design of the

Wed. gathberings, and agreed to the hiring of the
Aim Adjunct Faculty member that is mentioned in
Statesman's article, and b) Mr. L. did not use the
avenues for mature discussion open to him in the
faculty meetings arranged weekly by common
agreement among the faculty. Instead he chose to
divide the student body by bringing up in a rather
childish manner all of his complaints in the
Wednesday gatherings. He (or his students at his
bidding) wrote memo upon memo criticizing Mr.
Timin personally as well as the program. The
memos became more intense when it became clear
that Mr. L was not to be rehired.

Two other points, the first dealing with the'

"attack" on Larry Krantz by one of the other
faculty members, Mr. R. Believe it or not, Mr. R.
was trying to help Larry Krantz by showing him
how he was taking attitudes and arguments from
Mr. L (ie. that Larry Krantz was not thinking
for himself). What he actually said was "tf I wanted
to, I (or anyone) could tear you apart now"
(mening Larry's arguments couldn't stand up
under a real attack because Larry did not have a
beartelt conviction about his points). And '"he's a
dicker trying to run his number over on you all."
Larry, at this point, was a "sdicker" and as no one

else was changing him, he was running a number
on us (albeit he didn't mean to be).

As to the evaluations - many people evaluated
the program positively from both within the
university and without. I find it exceedingly hard
to believe Mr. Timin "wined and dined" them all

I am sincerely sorry that Stes reported
these inccure ons without interviewing
other students. It was a highly destructive article,
and the pity is, not one of the aeation is true.

(h writer is an SUSB undergraduate)
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I fed justified in saying this became I was a
member of his sequence for a year and a half until
I dropped out of his group because we were no
longer able to express personal opinions or beliefs
(unless one wished to be "bullied" into
submission).

Credibility Destroyed
Time and time again throughout last year, this

faculty member destroyed his own credibility
through his outrageous accusations against the
Chairman and his own personal tacticsor reprisals
which he tried to foist on the entire YCS group to
malke it seem a programmatical concern when it
was essentially a personal conflict between himself
and the Chairman. I find it highly presumptuous
and indeed. I am outraged, that at this date he is
still trying to continue his vigilant tactics which
have no basis in reality (except his own), no place
in academia, and, most of all, were the main cause
of the disruptions which occured within the YCS
program last year.

Martin Timin is to be commended for his
abillties as both a chairman and a teacher in the
face of the blatant accations and one-nded
statements be faced last year and is stil
encountering now.

YCS is an excellent plogram in spite of this
ex-faculty member's distortions. It provides an
opportunity for students to think, to understand
in a comprehensive and integrated way about
themselves and the society in which we operate,
both as individuals and communities. It is a
program that the Self-Study Report of '72 cried
out for and it does indeed answer a need within
the university.

I should hope that, in the future, Statesman will
veer away from this type of sensational journalism
that is not only biased but highly destructive and
malignant to the basic tenets of an intellectual
community.

(The writer is an SUSB undergraduate.)

By DEIRDtRE MAGUIRE
As a former member of Youth and Community

Studies (YCS) from Fall, 1974 to Spring, 1976, I
feel compelled to comment on Statesman's article,
YCS Members Charge Chairman Incompetent
(November 17, 1976), which I found to be garbled
and incomprehensible as well as borderline
"sensational journalism." The gist of the article,
while undeniably negative toward the YCS
program, was, unfortunately, entirely one-sided
and worse, scarcely a majority opinion. It looks
like a case of the mouse that roared.

People who have heard of YCS through normal
academic channels will realize it is an alternative
program that combines academic disciplines with
community experience in the Social Sciences
fields. Students within YCS are allowed significant
opportunities to desin puatidption proees
within the given structure and it is this process
that wa irresponsibly misused and abused by a
minority of the entire YCS group last year
(specifically, one ex-faculty member and three
full-time students primarily).

It is important fist to say that Martin Tmin
could hardly be described as a failure as a teacher
or of dividing students except, perhaps, by
someone who holds a personal, emotional grudge
against him. It was not Marty Timin who failed his
responsibility as a chairman, it was an ex-faculty
member that failed his responsibilities as both a
faculty member and a teacher. The chance for

self-development and development as a group died
when this faculty member decided that his
personal direction and philosophy was the only
correct one and proceeded as systematically, as
irritatingly, as persistently and as childishly as he
could to impose an authoritarian structure of his
own upon the entire YCS group using a small
group of students (three full-time, three to four
part-time) who parroted his methodology as
fanatically as he did.

underneath the COCA -ad...TICKETS
REQUIRED. I would imagine that Stony Brook
students DO know how to read. The information
desk, located in the downtown area of this
overwhelming metropolis, is the place where one
may pick up these infamous, ever changing color
tickets. All one has to do is present an ID card
or ano other facsimile, and PRESTO!.. a ticket
of your very own, and it's brand new, never been
touched by human hands...of course, the
information people aren't human,
they're. ..SUPERhuman.

On these FREE tickets, one may notice, on
the right hand side the number 1, 2, or 3.. .these
three numbers seem to mystify everyone. But,
they are so symbolic, since there are three shows
each evening, one may suppose, and rightly so,
that these numbers correspond in some way to
the showings. Bravo, my hand goes out to
you.. a true genius. The number one
corresponds to the first showing at 7PM and
likewise the other two correspond to the 9:30
and 12:00 shows. Just imagine how much money
one can save, one needn't bribe anyone, nor
acquire one from a scalper, who could believably
relieve you of some small fortune. This brings me
onto another topic. .. that of the projector...

One must admit.. .achines are only

- 4By RUTH SCHEELER
As an usher at the COCA movies, I have been

exposed to the unsavory side of some students.
Not only do they abuse us, but at times threaten
and harm us. Having no respect for the
University (ie. desks, etc.), they have even less
respect for us and other students.

In Lecture Hall 100, the number of broken
desks is unbelievable. The desks are made of
some sort of fiberglass material and can easily
break. However, one can still rest one's feet, and
not break the back of the desk, by not applying
an excessive amount of pressure.

One can understand that during the weekend
one likes to relax and forget the weekday
worries, but there are some who become
weekend worries to us. We become objects of
others' frustrations. Some become outraged and
violent because a show is sold out and they have
no tickets. We suggest that they get tickets for
the next show or come back the following
evening. But, by now, one should realize that
tickets are necessary. There am a limited number
of usable desks, and we cannot allow students to
sit in the aisles, because of a fire hazard.

We are more than halfway through the
semester and if one just glances through
Statesman, one will find in small print

human.. and they inevitably become senile from
old age. This seems to be our problem. Not only
do they break down at the first sight of blood,
and sex...but even after they've been fixed the
previous week. Alas, I fear one night the poor
projectionist will be attacked because of the
nearsightedness of these cruel and inhuman
(human) creatures.

One need only invite our illustrious leader,
Toll, to one of our typical showings, when the
projector decides to chew on some film. We
might get something done, like get some working
equipment. Just last weekend, the creature's
power supply started to smoke. I, personally,
don't know its brand, but I would happily have
given it one of mine. While I was consulting with
the horrified projectionist, the entire lecture hall
seemed to be seething, and rather upset. I
thought they were getting excited over the
mailman scene, but who would get excited over a
mailman?

In spite of all these "problems," we are doing
our best to keep things under control, it isn't
easy even with the whole football team. With a
little help from students and the administration,
something could be done to prevent these
unwanted occurrences.

.(The writer is an undergraduate)
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Praise in the Face of Accusations

COCA Usher Protests Unruly Filmgoers
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Let Us In

To the Editor:
I want to know when SAB is going

to wake up to the fact that people
are waiting on those lines for
concerts, not cattle. At the Grover
Washington/Melba Moore concert, a
hugh line of people was treated to
still another Stony Brook indignity -
waiting on line in 20-degree windy
weather for over an hour. At
intervals. concert security would
attempt placation: we were told that
the groups had to do sound checks,
and it was "in their contract" to have
an empty gym for those sound
checks.

The point is (SAB, are you
listening?) that if you schedule a
concert for 8:30, you don't run the
sound cheeks at the same time or
later. Also, the fact that there was no
compassion on the part. of SAB -that
the important issue was the
performers' contracts, and not the
people, who paid $3-$5 for the
privelege of freezing-is iexcusable
and inhuman.

The end result of SAB's negligent
attitude was that the freezing and
fed-up crowd literally mobbed the
door when it was finally opened.

Oliphant

k

By WENDY GURTON
For over nuee mon'b the fiame of -strgge

continue to blaze in Annia (South Africa).
Despite th save av repression by South Afitca's
white supremicist ruling da, the smgg has
surged forward, involmving e bronder numbers of
peope, and becoming better organized.

Since WWII, the US. has been the dominant
power in Affica and is the main prop of the racist
regimes in Southern Africa. The U.S. has over $1
b ion i nvestments in Southern Afei. Plants

like G.ML, Ford and Chyder pay workers about
$.50 an hour while workers in diamonds and gold
mnes t $30 a week for 60 to 72 hours of work.

There are three countries still under the
minority rule-Zimbabwe, Aznia and Nambia
(Rhodesia, South Africa, South West Africa). All
of these countries are principally backed Eand
funded by U.S. Imperialism, which desperately
seeks to maintain power and control for the
millions of dollars in profits and also the strategic
military importance-the entire southern part of
the continent and connecting point of the Atlantic
and Indian Oceans.

The struggle against apartheid, against lousy and
segregated housing, brutal working conditions,
forced use of foreign language in schools have
more and more been taken up by South African
workers. A special focus is the "'pass laws" and
"laws of influx control" which force black
workers to live without their wives and children
while they work in the white-only areas. Many of
the men can only see their families three weeks
out of the year.

As the struggle surges forward, many of the
black "leaders" promoted by the South African
ruling class have been exposed as puppets. White
liberal spokesmen are being left behind. Students
are secretly organizing on campus and
compromising leaders are being replaced by leaders
committed to furthering the struggle.

At the same time, lan Smith's Rhodan
gowrMeat, Soth Afria's main aft is
toresinly under attack from the Zimbbwe
people and liberation forces. Te libe bration fores
are gning mo*b territory, more support among
the people, and many new fighters. Smith, Voter
(head of the South Affican govement) and the
U.S. we deta" trying to stop it.

Wating a the de,-Iopmnts cdoly is the
Soviet Union, a country governed by the expense
for more profit, an impelist supeower like the
U.S. Though it has wry little influence in
Southern Africa, the Soviet Union is trying to use
its '"socialist" mask and pose s a "friend" to
liberation groups so that they can work their way
into the scene, like in Angola. The Soviet Union
hopes to "aid" the liberation forces so that they
become tied to mddependent on them. So far the
Soviet Union has had very limited success.

Desperate for Solutdion
It is in this context, facing a rising storm of

struggle of theAfrican people and remembering the
aressive takeover of Angola by the Soviet Union,
that the U.S. (Kissinger) is so desperately trying to
come up with a "solution" to the South African
problems, so that they'll be able to maintain their
colonies and profits and keep Russian influence
out.

The Kissinger plan, supposedly a "plan for
majority rule in Rhodesia,*' is really a plan for
continued enslavement of the people of
Zimbabwe. According to the plan, a transition
government would be set up in Rhodesia
immediately to draft a new constitution and direct
the transition to majority rule within two years.
This "council of state" as it was to be called,
would have 50 percent black and 50 percent white
membership.Some might think that's a step
forward over the present white settler role, but the
imperialists always have something up their
dleeves.

Fit of an, a provision requiring a vote to pss
ay po insured white contrl. he
ehaiman of the council would be a white
apponted by the Smith regime, as would the key
minIters of Defense and Law and Order, the
police powers of tbe state. Not to mentioa the faet
that the black membnrs they bad in mind were
nothing but aellout tribal chiefs and pup of
the old ers.

In. Smith and the Rhodn govemnment
quickly endoed this -plan" but aD they and the
U.S. got out of it was a dap In the face. le
liberation forces vowed to continue the armed
struggle as the only way out for the people of
Zimbabwe and the presidents of the black African
states of Tanzania, ombi Botswana,
Zambia and Angola also rejected the proposal
saying "if accepted [it] would be tantamount to
egalizing the colonialist and racist structues of

power." bThe Conference in Geneva has been a
dismal hfailure for the U.S. and British imperialists
and the Smith and Vorster regimes. The leaders of
the liberation forces have stuck by their rejection
of the phony "Kissinger plan," usin the talks to
press their demand for imm transfer of
power to the people of Zimbabwe. Smith, hoping
to put pressure on the liberation forces, has
walked out, calling to the UJS. to "stop
Communist aggression." (Where have we heard
that one before?) Our own rulers, eager to defend
their billions of investment and control of the
area, mean that this is the time for us to take a
firm stand against continued U.S. involvement.

Apartheid and white minority rules are on the
defensive. The whole system of exploitation- the
Smith and Vorster gmes are on the way out and
we can help give it a ueath blow with our support
for the liberation struggle.

(The uwriter is a member of the Revolutionary
Student Brigade.)
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ame inconvenient hours to come and complete, that person or those
the perform their duty, which there is no persons had a change of mind and

ghat doubt they perform in strict decided to replace the tables.
rt a conscience. Of course, the only persons to

For another, any expression of suffer were the craft and literature
fake justification on Professor Timin's people and the general Stony Brook
tsif part is presented in the most population. This sort of callous
see jaundiced, slanted way, as if he had approach to the student population
try to plead for anything. is reprehensible and continues to be
the My conclusion as a member of this too typical of the Stony Brook
and faculty is that while students enjoy administration.

anonymity to protect their grades - Randy Maultasch
Liff which is of course right and fine -

faculty do not enjoy any protection Rent Strike
from the crudest slander. Your To the Editor:
headlines are sensationalist. T'at is As members of the University we

the not right in a free student paper. have experienced heat outages, hot
page Konrad F. Bieber iw a t e r o u tages, electrical
nber Professor of French and Comparative complications, roaches, all which
srteter litera make life on this campus difficult.
' 

be Tabling Callousness We sip contracts as people, as do
hole pa Caleople in the community who sign
m is To the Editor: housing agreements with their
For Now that the new tables have been landlords. These people have

onily established in the Union, I believe recourse, rent strike. We also have
zed that someone should explain why recourse, we can do the same. Thlis
the craft sales and literature tables have sort of action forces the landlord

iting been missing in the Union for the into a situation where he must
ant, past year. Being co-founder and comply with the demands of the
nger treasurer of the SB Crafts Club, I tenant. To be more explicit, these

are have had direct experience with the are not demands, these are in fact
iety, Union table situation. what the landlord is obliged to abide
and Last year, the area which housed by because he wrote them.

tables for craft sales and literature Polity is calling a rent strike for
was mysteriously declared a fire the spring semester. What this means
hazard. Tables had existed in this is that we will pay only the first
area for years prior to the banning of installment of our housing bill, thus
tables, yet now (September 1975) you will not be deregistered! When
they were declared a fire hazard as time for the second payment comes
they blocked access and egress from around it won't be given to the
the door of the Union basement to University. This is our bargaining
the main Union doors. power. They cannot and will not

Paradoxically, the new tables have throw 5,000 students out of their
been constructed precisely in the drooms. This is strong action. This is
area which was originally declared to also reality because the University
be the source of the fire hazard. And will then be forced to comply with
these tables are permanent whereas their housing contract. Our demands
the old craft and literature tables are not for luxuries they are for basic
were temporary and movable. human necessities that they are

The logic behind the fire hazard obliged to supply us. This will not be
ploy is beyond my understanding. effective unless we take part in this
Suffice it to say that someone endeavor.
wanted those tables removed (the IbThis must be a united effort.
real reason will probably never be Gerald
known) and when their removal was Polity Predent

Some of the concert-goers beca
hysterical, and the eye of
security guard was blackened. V
an ugly and unfitting way to sta
night intended for enjoyment.

SAB concerts - Bill Dorr- W
up! Don't bother running concer
you don'thave the know-how to
that they run smoothly-or at least
to put yourself in the position of
people waiting on that line...
let us line up inside.

Seena

Biased Presentation
To the Editor:

I must take exception to both
substance and form of a front ;
article in your edition of Noven
17. The good faith of your repo
is not in question: I know him t(
fair-minded. However, the wl
presentation of the YSC problem
biased and unfairly presented.
one thing, it bespeaks uncommc
ignorant and uncivili
petty-mindedness to mention
'"wining and dining" of a visi
committee or its members: ignor
- for Stony Brook does no lot
pay for visitor's meals that
anything but the hamburger vari
and visitors travel long
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Duke - If Gass could see you now!1. possibly sarler in return for 15 Free Estimates Call 9289391.
Congratulations - "BIGGEST" hrswk clem anitorlal wo rkcongatutton .i.__T Or 12 1 ursWk. skilled maintenance LOST & FOUN D
ROSES ARE RE ED, Violets are blue; & repair work. Person must be neat,n-RST. FrancisR City Champions so Craig u e t. 0M*W. It interested , send LOST: Brown Leather Wallet.Gu'you L Le angmuir A.3 stemt nof qualflicatonsa and t 

f
er- Ammran parking lot. Please call Lydia

------------------- .ences to J. Podol, Pl. Scl. Soc. Soc. B at 6-3405.
Tommy and Feet on your birthday 4 16. ----elahwlsweet 19 and never been -Neil and -- --- - LOST, Beige aher wallet.
Wichlee --Nel and Contained important papers. indent------------------- Room Available in 6 bedroom hOUse tf catto n and photos. If found, please- ~~~~~~5 miles from campus $54.00/mo. * Ificallo Sandy photos. I on.pesMARIA, such a short time and yet sot. call Sandyc 6-736 mmaly3.
many memories. What do you say to utn. Call 736-1050 i mmediately.
making some more? RG -Found Calculator in Physics Plaa

FOR SALEL~ . HELP -W ANTED 218 TU s N oV. 2 3. C al l l arry atE6-4266 or 6-7900 to c laim .
Xmas-Student Em ploymen t 18 y rs.REFRIGEROATOR KING usedu or over 

t
Par T Tinm r lFull Tie LOST: Round Marble Watch face on

refrigerators and freezers bought and 7 day, d y/ew hours.RETAIL SE- l Monday. Nov. 29 somewhere
sold. Campus delivery available- callCURITY WORK Nassau and Suffolk betwee n e cafeteria, library,.
928-9391 and speak to the KING!area call oRat 924-311 1. Patriot oor L ecture Center. It is just the face.

;We also do repairs. S c Sr io still have th e b and .R eward . Ifsecurity Sevice found please call 6-7439 ask for
1970 Volkswagen bug engine andc'F^ Ellen._^body in excellent condition. Call SERVICES
Dave or Mike at 246-4421.-AH nye nrn wt CAMPUS NOTICES C

DEATH _ DEATH: Anycone cerned with
1 968 Chevy I impal 729000 mi.i d-tthtaSolk Growtha dThe Committee for t he Chancellor's
Enne and T ires Exc ellent, Needsot Center win prs a weekend work Award for Excellence inMuffer. r 350 Call HowieC 246-72o37wb sh 
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e Libraria nship invites nominations

.o i .of death In oan's lifetime. It will take from the entire campus community
Reli frl at»or for sale.t Excellent p" Dec- 45anth and 5tdbe led by based on "continuing and recognized

rcondiion. perf.ct size price b to b Dr.Lo s f»romn Denmark. Please quality In job performance." Please
di sussd Call 6465g iU r ri S cal immediately this workshop Is submit signed statements o f~~~~~~liidiscussed. Call 6-4659 Fo nformation callnominations to Harold Schleifer, Rm.

-------- 744-47"60 or 4734509.W1512 Main Library or Call 6-5650
HUIGHOUSING~- ~ ----- before noon Dec. 15, 1976.

HOUSI-NG- - PROFESSIONAL ELECTRIC
One couple looking for another to TYPING. Tr m Paps Dissertations.Roth Quad presents a Mardi Gras
share rented house, all appliances. Theses. Resumes. Manuscripts, Cor-Night, on Dec. 4th in Roth CafeteriaT.V Sruket. Spring Seester call anerepoMN. Reasonable Rates. -at 9:00 PM. Games of chance, Free
473-5815 after 7 PM. _ Phone AA es 585-0034. -admission.

CHRISTMAS' OR^^-CHRISTMIAS, OR, ICHANUKAH GREETINGS
.... . ... - 15 WORDS FOR ONE DOLLAR I

·L "" SAY IT FOR ALL THE WORLD TO KNOW
- STATESMAN- UNION BLDG - 075
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There will be a meeting of all
students with their departmental
supervisors on Dec. 8 to announce
school placements and to prepare the
students fot their assignments. 4:15
PM. Room 001, Earth and Space
Science Building. Students will meet
with their supervisors from 5:00 PM
to 6:00 PM in rooms to be
announced at the general meneting.

Student Employment Office will be
havwing an application and update
period Nov. 29 - Dec. 17 1976.
Students with applications on file
must submit an update form so that
student employment can review thom
for positions In Spring 1977. Please
come to room 349, Admin. Bldg.
between 10 AM and 4 PM.

-AR Music Vulgar Music Vular Music
Vulgar Music Vulgar Music Vulgar
Mu DO you Remember Stony
Brook's Vulgar Music Concerts?
Look for info vulgar music vulgar
' music vul.

Oebbie Roberts would like to set up
a daycare center in the Smithtown
area, will need volunteer help to
canvas surrounding areas and to
possibly set up the center itself. If
I nterested contact Ms. Roberts at
6 67-2791 before 9 or after 3 or

'.VITAL at 6814.

Hellenic Association Presents lecture
by Professor John Petropoulos:
"Greeks, Am eric ans and Greek
Americans: some bicentennial
reflections" followed by Greek party.
Student Union 226 Fri. Dec. 3 8:15
PM all persons invited.

Barbara Kane needs an MSM 121
volunteer tutor. Contact Barbara at
694-5969 or VITAL at 6814. h

Volunteer tutor needed for 10 yr. old
boy with poor reading preparation.
Desparate. Call VITAL 6814 if
Interested.

Ski Trip - Sign up quickly at Hillel
Office (Human. 158 tel. 6842) for a
ski week in the Poconos during
January. Only $110 all inclusive
Don't delay - if enough people aren't
interested it will be cancelled.

University Chorus to hold auditions
for Mozart and Verdi. The University
Chorus in the spring of 1977 will
perform two masterpieces of choral
literature with the University
Orchestra: Mozart's Requiem and
Verdi's Stabat Mater. Amy Kaiser
and David Lawton will conduct.
Auditions will be hold December

.6-11 and January 24-30 In Fine Arts
2344; students may register for Music
190 (1 credit). Rehearsals will be
hold on Monday nights from 7-9:30
PM. beginning February 2.

Whitman Bar: open Wed-Sun 9 PM-1
AM mixed drinks and beer served.
Live Music Thurs. & Fri. with Happy
Hour 9-10 PM. Harvey Wallbanger
Nite is Wednesday.

Two RA positions open in Amman
College, one male and one female.
Applications are avalable in the
G-Quad office, in Irving College, and
will be taken until 4:00 PM, Dec. 7.
1976.
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CAREER CORNER ZIONISM CAN WE DISSENT?

By LAURIE JOHNSON .'
CONVERSATION WITH A HOSPITAL ADMINISATORt 1

A discussion with Bob Loeb, National Coordinator for
Student: I've been hearing a lot about the field of hospital
administration lately, but I'm not really sure just what is
involved. What are the responsibilities of a hospital BREIRA, an organization exploring peace alternatives in 4

~~~~~admi ni s tr at or ? the Middle East. "
Administrator The responsibilites of proper financial X

management, the employment of personnel, the direction of A
professional, medical, nursing, and technical services, and the AL . A -
supervision of housekeeping activities, all fall under the .v
jurisdiction of the hospital administrator. In larger institutions, ,
the hospital administrator is aided by a staff that may include
associate .administrators and assiwtantswho are delegatedmuch Sponsored by HILLEL & THE JEWISH GRADUATE
of the "sponsibility for the day to jday operations of the,
hospital. The hospital adnistrator is also expected to take- '
part in community affairs and to act as the liaison between theSTUDENT ORGANIZATION & JACY AS PART OF AN ON- |
community and medical groups. The administrator must also
take part in fund-raising activities and educational programs.. -.

GOING FORUM EXPRESSING PERSPECTIVES ON ZIONISM.
Student: Who supervises the work of hospital administrators?.. .

Administrator: The chief hospital administrator is responsible .q
to the hospital governing board or a board of directors which - ---- 111 1
serves voluntarily and without pay.. ... =--

Student: What are the educational requirements for entry into .
t h e f i e l d? | .l ADVERTISE IN STATESMAN

Administrator: One must complete four years of e.

undergraduate study, and then complete a two-year graduate Call Art at 236-3O 690
program in hospital administration, health care administration, i :
or business administration with a specialization in health care. ao n notem oootox oE«*o.g oofog ooo oo ouo Qo o
I t..s.-lv a...... .n r sAminictrtivu rwria~nev is nart oa the

trstuuly a one-year admqsllntl[alftve ; ll. y ao Ju r - [,

graduate training.. .

Student: If an undergrad is contemplating a career in hospital
administration, what kinds of courses should the student take
to prepare for entry into a graduate program?

Administrator: On this question, opinions differ. Some
graduate programs in hospital administration prefer liberal arts
graduates, believing that a broad education is the best
background for the "generalist" the future administrator must
be. (Other graduate programs prefer candidates well grounded
in fundamental courses in personnel and business
administration, accounting, psychology, etc. Still others favor
candidates with a background in the sciences and health care
administration.

Student: Well, with all these options, how does a student
know which is the best curriculum to follow'?

Administrator: Since requisites for admission to graduate
schools vary, it is wise to write to the individual schools for
information about requirements and policies.

Student: flow do you find out which schools offer such
programs? _

Administrator: There are around 50 universities in the U.S.,
Canada and Puerto Rico offering graduate degrees in health
and hospital administration. To find where they are located.
one should refer to a directory of graduate programs which
can be found in most career development offices or in library
reference rooms. Or, by writing away to The American College
of Hospital Administrators, 840 North Lake Shore Drive,
Chicago. Illinois, 60611, one can receive an accurate listing.

.Student: What about salaries in the health care field'?

Administrator: Naturally. they vary, depending on the size and
location of the facility. For assistant administrators with
mastet's degrees in hospital administration, but lacking
practical experience. the customary beginning salary is about
$12,000 to $15,000. Salaries for hospital administrators range
from approximately .18.000 to as high as $50,000 in larger
institutions.

Student: Sounds good. but what does the future employement
trend for hospital administration look like?

Administrator: The recent emphasis on health care programs
has created an unmet need for administrators. For the future,
opportunities- for advancement are unlimited. The changing
role of the hosptial as the central focus for the community's
health needs not only will increase the demand for
administrators but it will broaden the nature of the executive's
position and open new challenges requiring managerial skills.

,-
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Bill Boird Center
INFORMATION, HELP, & COUNSELIEUNG FOR

ABORTION
BIRTH CONTROL
* FREE PREGNANCY TESTING -

REGARDLESS OF AGE OR MARITAL STATUS
STRICTL Y CONFIDENTIAL

OPEN 9 AM-9 PM
7 DAYS A WEEK
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The agony of defeat came
early this year for the Stony
Brook junior varsity basketball
team. In fact, it came a little too
early. Wednesday evening, the
opening game of the season, the
Pats were on the losing end of a
high scoring contest, 88-75 to
Farmingdale College.

"We played terrible the first
half," Coach Randy Manning
said. It might have been a ese of
the freshman jitters, Manning
said. Eight of the 11 men on the
squad are first year men,
although, freshman Freston

-- ._

Warner had a good shooting
night.

After being down by 29
points, the Pats started to show
their potential. Going into the
second half, the Patriots played
much more aggressively. "We
played 100 percent better in the
second half, although not up to
our ability," Manning said. They
cut the 29 point deficit to 13
points. "We will improve,"
Manning said. " We have more
height than last year and the
team is fairly balanced."

Team play and not
individuality is the most
important aspect for the Patriots
this year, according to Manning,
who is in his second year as JV
coach. "We're striving for
balance," he said. "Everyone
will get a chance to shoot the
ball." Manning said he is very
optimistic about the rest of the

season. "We can beat any team if
we played up to our potential,"
Manning said. The Patriots will
get a chance to prove that
against Westside College this
Monday evening.

-Paul Bernstein
« * *

The Stony Brook basketball
team won their third game in as
many outings Wednesday
defeating Queens College, 96-78.

Sophomore roommates
Wayne Wright and Larry Tillery
combined for 44 points in the
victory. Center Bill Anderson
was still out of action with a
pulled groin muscle. The Patriots
are now at Binghamton State
University for the Binghamton
Invitational this weekend and
return home against Medger
Evers Monday night at 8 PM.

6MSTEAD N. Y.

[616] 533-2626
OS7ON, MASS

1617] 536-2611
Spm- by

P.AA [nonptolti IP.A, nmt

Three-Village Bennett Agency,
Ine.

. Auto Insurance
Immediate FS form for any licensed

driver - any model car or age.

Full financing available.

Stny Brk JV (75)
G

Muniz 1
Grant 0
Murray 3
Freeston 9
Jacobs 9
Cox 2
Atkinson 3
Duranti 2
Wood 3

28

F
4
3
3
3
3
1
1
0
2
19

p
6
3
9
21
12
I5
7
4
8
75

Halftime: Farmingdale, 55-26.

Stony Brook (96)
G F P

*AdderIy 3 4 10
Austin 4 2 10
Castig1e I 0 2
Crooms 0 1 1
Johnson 2 0 4
Merrick 1 0 4
Petsche 3 3 9
Mitchell 2 0 4
Tillery 8 2 18
Wright 12 2 26
Walker 0 I 1
Schmeltzer 3 3 9

39 18 96
aUlftime: Stony Brook 53-36.

q
There IS a differencef!! A

PREPARE FOR:

MCAT DATe LSAT SAT
GRE * GMAT * OCAT * CPAT * VAT

Over 38 years of experience and success. Small classes. Voluiminous
home study materials. Courses that are constantly updated. Centers
open days and weekends all year. Complete tape facilities for review
of class lessons and for use of supplementary Mnterials. Make-ups for
missed lessons at our centers.

ECFMG * FLEX
. IAT*I "rnfI.rk Al At n Cf TAI RnARDS I

716 Route 25A Sdetauket, N.Y. 11733
941-3850

V

0
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oard presents

Dec.,
9:30 p.m., Friday Night

UNION BUFFETERIA

MUSIC:
|^^ DISCO, SALSA,

MERENGUE,
MAMBO,

CALYPSO, SAMBA

$.50 Admission at the Door / Wine and Beer will be available inside.

Call 246 - 3641 for additional information.
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Junior Varsity Loses Opener;
Varsity Wins Third Straight

" IDISCOUNT i
--------------------

PARTS Advertise In

WITH STUDENT OR S|atesan_.

. FACULTY ID 2
WE ARE IMPORT SPECIALISTS, SEE US FIRST
FOR YOUR PARTS AND ACCESSORIES. YOU'RE
FAR AHEAD WITH STED. . . The Union Governing B(

STED FOREIGN CAR PARIS, INC. ; ^«
346 Route 25A

PORT JEFFERSON, NY N-F 8:5:30 ic o331-1990 I mile cast of RL. 1 12 SAT. 8:30.4:00D

Bldy.. 212-331-5300 M _h:3dl~.,.
M nMt- 212.4a8-442i

N 2.-2-11 EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD
TollFte Sa only^ 1675 E 16 St 0kA

T|OCdM 9 a S4221 -SLTM CE1AMT3NC-wM-USCM*~SPmCIALTS SItCE 1938

International

7 ^D.J.:
RODY
J DIHIGO
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By DAVID SIEGEL
When the NCAA set up its

Metropolitan Conference
swimming divisions, it must
have known what it was
doing. It seems that way
because when a team
representing each division got
together at Stony Brook for a
meet Wednesday, they
finished in the same order as
the division they're in.
Division I school St. John's
University finished first. Stony
Brook from Division II,
second, and Division III New
York University, third. St.
John's defeated Stony Brook
6445 while Stony Brook beat
NYU 80-31.

"During the course of the
season, we compete against
teams in the same division,"
said Stony Brook coach Barry
Fox. "The meet exposed us to
different levels of swimming."
Fox called the meet a tune-up
for Saturday's meet against

Brooklyn College. Fox had
chance to experiment with his
team and find some variety
with his swimmers. He
achieved some success with
Larry Ahlgren, a junior
transfer who had two
impressive races, including a
fine :51 in the freestyle 100
of the medley relay, although
Stony Brook finished last.
Later, Ahlgren swam a strong
500-yard freestyle. Freshman
Lucas Sotillo had a good time
in the 1,000-yard freestyle,
12:04, finishing third.

Two Wins
Stony Brook did manage to

win two races against St.
John's but had to go for
records to do so. Paul Smirka,
who earlier swam a 1:05 in
the 100-yard breaststroke
portion of the medley relay,
tied his own school record in
the 200-yard breaststroke in
2:26.7. The Patriots narrowly
missed the school record in

the 400-yard free style relay,
but still managed to edge out
St. John's. "We were going for
the school record, but didn't
quite make it," said sprinter
Steve Morreale. "Eventually,
though we are going to do it."

First Victory
Last Wednesday 'Stony

Brook won their first
divisional meet of the season,
defeating Adelphi University,
6-33. Their overall record is
now 2-1, with their toughest
match of the season coming
up Saturday when the Patriots
travel to Brooklyn College.

Brooklyn has done some
travelling this year. They have
dropped from Division I to
Division II and are expected
to give Stony Brook a run for
the division that the Patriots
won last year. "It is going to
be a cliff hanger," said Fox.
"We haven't beaten Brooklyn
in years. Yet, I think we have
a good chance this year."

Ef, wwr Inm MO I ,(a (DOve).

[Statesman] spORTS
Friday, December 3,1976 -- .

Hockey Club Finds First Victory Disappointing
By MANNY CALADO 'ie gome moved in Maritime's direction again in the

With a record of 0-4 going into Wednesday's game, second period as Maritime scored twice to take the lead.
one problem the Stony Brook hockey dub didn't The third Maritime goal was scored as Landau chased a
anticipate facing was overconfidence. But facing another loose puck and failed to beat the forward who put it
04 team, that possibility exists. Scoring two goalds in the undemrneath him. "I hesitated-I should've beaten him to
third period, however, the Patriots managed their first the puck," Landau said. The fourth goal was scored on a
win of the year. three on one drive.

"We knew Maritime wasn't that good," said goalie Lamoureux said that during the second period the
Warren Landau, "and we have been playing a lot better." Patriots has "no coordination, attack or drive."

Landau was referring to the steady improvement in The third period saw an about face in the Patriots'
the Patriots' game performance as witnessed by their play, as they took the play away from Maritime. And a
recent 2-1 loss to N.Y. Tech, in which they outshot their between period lecture by Lamoureux might have been
opponents, 15-5 in the third period. The .Patriots' first responsible. "He explained that we didn't play
meeting with Tech resulted in an 8-0 loss in which they well.. .we should be killing these guys," said Landau.
were outshot 45-15. Rich Biancuti, put it more emphatically, "He bawled us

Despite Stony Brook's confidence, Maritime took an out and psyched us up for the third period," he said.
early two goal lead in the first minutes of play. "We felt Lamoureux said that "it was a combination of both."
great and went in a little cocky, we thought we had the Flaherty Returns
game wrapped up," said starting goalie Michael Flaherty. In addition, Lamoureux replaced Landau with

Patriot coach Bob Lamoureux said that the team went Flaherty. "Warren was not playing up to par,"
in feeling that "they were going to take these guys Lamoureux said. "He was a little unsteady in the second
apart." However, Lamoureux approves of the team period." Both of the coach's strategies proved successful
attitude. "I'm glad to see them going in that way," he as Steve White and Bill Schultheiss scored to win the
said, "better than going in feeling down." game.

New Goalie But the team did not rejoice over the win in the
After giving up the second goal, Flaherty was lifted locker room. "We were happy to win but disappointed

and replaced with Landau. Flaherty approved the change in the way we played," sain Bianculli. "We should've
"I had to tighten up," he said. Lamoureux said that won by a larger score."

Flaherty's "mind was not 100 percent 'in the game." The Patriots have hopes for the play-offs this year.
The move apparently changed the tempo of the game The top four teams in the seven-team conference

as the Patriots scored three goals before the period qualify. 'The team is going to make it," Bianculli said.
ended. The first tally was by Ira Gorman, followed by "We are going to win a lot of games. I can only see
Mitch Cuttler and Tom Moresco. improvement."

Stony Brook Swimmers Keep Their Place


